
Reusable Eco Alternative to Single-Use Plastic Straws

Sustainable & RECYCLABLE

quit the single-use straw habit

18/8 food-grade stainless steel

Responsible Production

Adds sustainable style & elegance to any beverage
Hygienic material of choice for food & beverage industries
Non-leaching, no synthetic lining, naturally antibacterial
100% free of BPA, Phthalates, leads & other nasty toxins

Stronger than glass, plastic, silicone, grass, or paper straws
Inherent long-life properties won’t diminish with repeated use
Easily take them anywhere to replace single-use drinking straws
Virtually unbreakable and built to last a lifetime

Zero-Waste alternative to disposable plastic straws 
Highly reusable and 100% recyclable
Conserves resources & reduces waste with each use

Minimize the 500 million single-use straws used daily in U.S. 
Trusted supplier to leaders in the Zero Waste movement
Wholesale factory direct pricing in bulk quantities
Great selection, multiple sizes and finishing options

Socially & environmentally compliant manufacturing
Produced to strictest global health & safety standards
Efficient case packing & freight to reduce carbon footprint
Goods shipped direct to your door from our factory offshore

best reusable alternative

Provides clean, neutral taste for any beverage
Won’t get soggy like many paper straws
Won’t crack or shatter like glass straws
Won’t melt in high heat like compostable straws
Won’t break after minimal use like bamboo straws

Custom permanent laser engraved imprint is standard
Recommended imprint up to 30 letters of upper-case text
Free digital proofs for approval prior to printing order
Blank goods available, as well, at an expedited schedule
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Anatomy of a STEELYS STRAW

Rugged & Long-Lasting

Custom IMPRINT & MESSAGING

Dishwasher safe — or hand wash using our cleaner brush 
Resistant to stains, rust, oxidation and corrosion
Also available in personalized to-go pouches and boxed sets

Easy care & USAGE
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